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12.8.1 Periodicity

The M-point DFT of an aperiodic DT sequence with length N (M ≥ N ) is

periodic with period M . In other words,

X [r ] = X [r + M], (12.22)

for 0 ≤ r ≤ M − 1.

12.8.2 Orthogonality

The column vectors Fr of the DFT matrix F , defined in Section 12.2.2, form

the basis vectors of the DFT. These vectors are orthogonal to each other and,

for the M-point DFT, satisfy the following:

FT
p F∗

q =

M∑

m=1

Fp(m, 1)[Fq (m, 1)]∗ =

{

1/M for p = q

0 for p 
= q,

where the matrix FT
p is the transpose of Fp and the matrix F∗

q is the complex

conjugate of Fq .

12.8.3 Linearity

If x1[k] and x2[k] are two DT sequences with the following M-point DFT pairs:

x1[k]
DFT

←−−→ X1[r ] and x2[k]
DFT

←−−→ X2[r ],

then the linearity property states that

a1x1[k] + a2x2[k]
DFT

←−−→ a1 X1[r ] + a2 X2[r ], (12.23)

for any arbitrary constants a1 and a2, which may be complex-valued.

12.8.4 Hermitian symmetry

The M-point DFT X [r ] of a real-valued aperiodic sequence x[k] is conjugate–

symmetric about r = M/2. Mathematically, the Hermitian symmetry implies

that

X [r ] = X∗[M − r ], (12.24)

where X∗[r ] denotes the complex conjugate of X [r ].

In terms of the magnitude and phase spectra of the DFT X [r ], the Hermitian

symmetry property can be expressed as follows:

|X [M − r ]| = |X [r ]| and <X [M − r ] = −<X [r ], (12.25)

implying that the magnitude spectrum is even and that the phase spectrum is

odd.

The validity of the Hermitian symmetry can be observed in the DFT plotted

for various aperiodic sequences in Examples 12.2–12.11.
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12.8.5 Time shifting

If x[k]     DFT   X[r], then

x[k − k0]
DFT

←−−→ e−j2πk0r/M X [r ] (12.26)

for an M-point DFT and any arbitrary integer k0.

12.8.6 Circular convolution

If x1[k] and x2[k] are two DT sequences with the following M-point DFT pairs:

x1[k]
DFT

←−−→ X1[r ] and x2[k]
DFT

←−−→ X2[r ],

then the circular convolution property states that

x1[k] ⊗ x2[k]
DFT

←−−→ X1[r ]X2[r ] (12.27)

and

x1[k]x2[k]
DFT

←−−→
1

M
[X1[r ] ⊗ X2[r ]], (12.28)

where ⊗ denotes the circular convolution operation. Note that the two sequences

must have the same length in order to compute the circular convolution.

Example 12.12

In Example 10.11, we calculated the circular convolution y[k] of the aperiodic

sequences x[k] = [0, 1, 2, 3] and h[k] = [5, 5, 0, 0] defined over 0 ≤ k ≤ 3.

Recalculate the result of the circular convolution using the DFT convolution

property.

Solution

The four-point DFTs of the aperiodic sequences x[k] and h[k] are given by

X [r ] = [6, −2 + j2, −2, −2 − j2]

and

H [r ] = [10, 5 − j5, 0, 5 + j5]

for 0 ≤ r ≤ 3. Using Eq. (12.27), the four-point DFT of the circular convolu-

tion between x[k] and h[k] is given by

x1[k] ⊗ x2[k]
DFT

←−−→ [60, j20, 0 − j20].

Taking the inverse DFT, we obtain

x1[k] ⊗ x2[k] = [15, 5, 15, 25],

which is identical to the answer obtained in Example 10.11.
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12.8.7 Parseval’s theorem

the energy of the aperiodic sequence x[k] of length

N can be expressed in terms of its M-point DFT as follows:

Ex =
N−1∑

k=0

|x[k]|2 =
1

M

M−1∑

k=0

|X [r ]|2. (12.29)

Parseval’s theorem shows that the DFT preserves the energy of the signal within

a scale factor of M .

12.9. Convolution using the DFT

In Section 10.6.1, we showed that the linear convolution x1[k] ∗ x2[k] between

two time-limited DT sequences x1[k] and x2[k] of lengths K1 and K2, respec-

tively, can be expressed in terms of the circular convolution x1[k] ⊗x2[k]. The

procedure requires zero padding both x1[k] and x2[k] to have individual lengths

of K ≥ (K1 + K2 – 1). It was shown that the result of the circular convolution

of the zero-padded sequences is the same as that of the linear convolution.

Since computationally efficient algorithms are available for computing the

DFT of a finite-duration sequence, the circular convolution property can be

exploited to implement the linear convolution of the two sequences x1[k] and

x2[k] using the following procedure.

(1) Compute the K -point DFTs X1[r ] and X2[r ] of the two time-limited

sequences x1[k] and x2[k]. The value of K is lower bounded by (K1 + K2

– 1), i.e. K ≥ (K1 + K2 – 1).

(2) Compute the product X3[r ] = X1[r ]X2[r ] for 0 ≤ r ≤ K − 1.

(3) Compute the sequence x3[k] as the inverse DFT of X3[r ]. The resulting

sequence x3[k] is the result of the linear convolution between x1[k] and

x2[k].

The above approach is explained in Example 12.13.

Example 12.13

Example 10.13 computed the linear convolution of the following DT sequences:

x[k] =







2 k = 0

−1 |k| = 1

0 otherwise

and h[k] =











2 k = 0

3 |k| = 1

−1 |k| = 2

0 otherwise,

using the circular convolution method outlined in Algorithm 10.4 in

Section 10.6.1. Repeat Example 10.13 using the DFT-based approach described

above.
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Table 12.2. Values of X ′[r ], H ′[r ] and Y [r ] for 0 ≤ r ≤ 6 in Example 12.13

r X ′[r ] H ′[r ] Y [r ]

0 0 6 0

1 0.470 − j0.589 −1.377 − j6.031 −4.199 − j2.024

2 −0.544 − j2.384 −2.223 + j1.070 3.760 + j4.178

3 −3.425 − j1.650 −2.901 − j3.638 3.933 + j17.247

4 −3.425 + j1.650 −2.901 + j3.638 3.933 − j17.247

5 −0.544 + j2.384 −2.223 − j1.070 3.760 − j4.178

6 0.470 + j0.589 −1.377 + j6.031 −4.199 + j2.024

Solution

Step 1 Since the sequences x[k] and h[k] have lengths Kx = 5 and K y = 3,

the value of K ≥ (5 + 3 − 1) = 7. We set K = 7 in this example:

padding (K − Kx ) = 4 additional zeros to x[k], we obtain

x ′[k] = [−1, 2, −1, 0, 0, 0, 0];

padding (K − Kh) = 2 additional zeros to h[k], we obtain

h′[k] = [−1, 3, 2, 3, −1, 0, 0].

The DFTs of x ′[k] are shown in the second column of Table 12.2, where the

values for X ′[r ] have been rounded off to three decimal places. Similarly, the

DFTs of h′[k] are shown in the third column of Table 12.2.

Step 2 The value of Y [r ] = X ′[r ]H ′[r ], for 0 ≤ r ≤ 6, are shown in the fourth

column of Table 12.2.

Step 3 Taking the inverse DFT of Y [r ] yields

y[k] = [0.998 −5 5.001 −1.999 5 −5.002 1.001].

Except for approximation errors caused by the numerical precision of the com-

puter, the above results are the same as those obtained from the direct compu-

tation of the linear convolution included in Example 10.13.

12.9.1 Computational complexity

We now compare the computational complexity of the time-domain and DFT-

based implementations of the linear convolution between the time-limited

sequences x1[k] and x2[k] with lengths K1 and K2, respectively. For simplicity,
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we assume that x1[k] and x2[k] are real-valued sequences with lengths K1 and

K2, respectively.

Time-domain approach This is based on the direct computation of the con-

volution sum

y[k] = x1[k] ∗ x1[k] =

∞∑

m=−∞

x1[m]x2[k − m],

which requires roughly K1 × K2 multiplications and K1 × K2 additions. The

total number of floating point operations (flops) required with the time-domain

approach is therefore given by 2K1 K2.

DFT-based approach Step 1 of the DFT-based approach computes two K =

(K1 + K2 − 1)-point DFTs of the DT sequences x1[k] and x2[k]. In Section

12.6, we show that the total number of flops required to implement a K -point

DFT using fast Fourier transform (FFT) techniques is approximately 5K log2 K .

Therefore, Step 1 of the DFT-based approach requires a total of 10K log2 K

flops.

Step 2 multiplies DFTs for x1[k] and x2[k]. Each DFT has a length of

K = K1 + K2 − 1 points; therefore, a total of K complex multiplications and

K − 1 ≈ K complex additions are required. The total number of computations

required in Step 2 is therefore given by 8K or 8(K1 + K2 – 1) flops.

Step 3 computes one inverse DFT based on the FFT implementation requiring

5K log2 K flops.

The total number of flops required with the DFT-based approach is therefore

given by

15K log2 K + 6K ≈ 15K log2 K flops,

where K = K1 + K2 − 1. Assuming K1 = K2, the DFT-based approach pro-

vides a computational saving of O((log2 K )/K ) in comparison with the direct

computation of the convolution sum in the time domain. Table 12.3 compares

the computational complexity of the two approaches for a few selected values

of K1 and K2. The length K of the DFT should be equal to or greater than

(K1 + K2 − 1) depending on its value. Where (K1 + K2 − 1) is not a power of

2, we have rounded (K1 + K2 − 1) to the next higher integer that is a power of 2.

In the second row, for example, K1 = 32 and K2 = 5, which implies that (K1 +
K2 − 1) = 36. Since the radix-2 FFT algorithm, described in Section 12.6, can

only be implemented for sequences with lengths that are powers of 2, K is set to

64. Based on the DFT-based approach, the number of flops required to compute

the convolution of the two sequences is given by (15 × 64 × log2 (64)) = 5760.

In Table 12.3, we observe that for sequences with lengths greater than 1000 sam-

ples, the DFT-based approach provides significant savings over the direct com-

putation of the circular convolution in the time domain. If x1[k] and x2[k] are

real-valued sequences, significant further savings (about 50%) can be achieved

using the procedures mentioned in Problems 12.18 and 12.19.
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Table 12.3. Comparison of the computational complexities of the

time-domain versus the DFT-based approaches used to compute

the linear convolution

Computational complexity, flops

Length K1 Length K2 Time domain DFT

of x1[k] of x2[k] (2K1 × K2 flops) (15K log2 K flops)

32 5 320 5760

32 32 2048 5760

1000 200 400 000 337 920

1000 1000 2 000 000 337 920

2000 2000 8 000 000 737 280

12.10. Fast Fourier transform

There are several well known techniques including the radix-2, radix-4, split

radix, Winograd, and prime factor algorithms that are used for computing the

DFT. These algorithms are referred to as the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algo-

rithms. In this section, we explain the radix-2 decimation-in-time FFT algo-

rithm.

To provide a general frame of reference, let us consider the computational

complexity of the direct implementation of the K -point DFT for a time-limited

complex-valued sequence x[k] with length K . Based on its definition,

X [r ] =
K−1∑

k=0

x[k]e−j(2πkr/K ), (12.30)

K complex multiplications and K − 1 complex additions are required to com-

pute a single DFT coefficient. Computation of all K DFT coefficients requires

approximately K 2 complex additions and K 2 complex multiplications, where

we have assumed K to be large such that K − 1 ≈ K .

In terms of flops, each complex multiplication requires four scalar multi-

plications and two scalar additions, and each complex addition requires two

scalar additions. Computation of a single DFT coefficient, therefore, requires

8K flops. The total number of scalar operations for computing the complete

DFT is given by 8K 2 flops.

We now proceed with the radix-2 FFT decimation-in-time algorithm. The

radix-2 algorithm is based on the following principle.

Proposition 12.1 For even values of K, the K-point DFT of a complex-valued

sequence x[k] with length K can be computed from the DFT coefficients of two

subsequences: (i) x[2k], containing the even-numbered samples of x[k], and

(ii) x[2k + 1], containing the odd-numbered samples of x[k].
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Proof

Expressing Eq. (12.30) in terms of even- and odd-numbered samples of x[k],

we obtain

X [r ] =
K−1∑

k=0,2,4,...

x[k]e−j(2πkr/K )

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Term I

+
K−1∑

k=1,3,5,...

x[k]e−j(2πkr/K )

︸ ︷︷ ︸

Term II

, (12.31)

for 0 ≤ r ≤ (M − 1). Substituting k = 2m in Term I and k = 2m + 1 in Term II,

Eq. (12.31) can be expressed as follows:

X [r ] =

K/2−1∑

m=0,1,2,...

x[2m]e−j(2π (2m)r/K ) +

K/2−1∑

m=0,1,2,...

x[2m + 1]e−j(2π(2m+1)r/K )

or

X [r ] =

K/2−1∑

m=0,1,2,...

x[2m]e−j2πmr/(K/2)

+ e−j(2πr/K )

K/2−1∑

m=0,1,2,...

x[2m + 1]e−j2πmr/(K/2), (12.32)

where exp[−j2π (2m)r/K ] = exp[−j2πmr/(K/2)]. By expressing g[m] =

x[2m] and h[m] = x[2m + 1], we can rewrite Eq. (12.32) in terms of the DFTs

of g[m] and h[m]:

X [r ] =

K/2−1∑

m=0,1,2,...

g[m]e−j2πmr/(K/2)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=G[r ]

+ e−j2πr/K

K/2−1∑

m=0,1,2,...

h[m]e−j2πmr/(K/2)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

=H [r ]

(12.33)

or

X [r ] = G[r ] + W r
K H [r ], (12.34)

where WK is defined as exp(−j2π/K ). In FFT literature, W r
K is generally

referred to as the twiddle factor. Note that in Eqs. (12.33) and (12.34), G[r ]

represents the (K/2)-point DFT of g[k], the even-numbered samples of x[k].

Similarly, H [r ] represents the (K/2)-point DFT of h[k], the odd-numbered

samples of x[k]. Equation (12.34) thus proves Proposition 12.1.

Based on Eqs. (12.34), the procedure for determining the K -point DFT can be

summarized by the following steps.

(1) Determine the (K/2)-point DFT G[r ] for 0 ≤ r ≤ (K/2 − 1) of the even-

numbered samples of x[k].
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X [3]
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X [7]
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Fig. 12.10. Flow graph of a

K -point DFT using two

(K/2)-point DFTs for K = 8.

(2) Determine the (K/2)-point DFT H [r ] for 0 ≤ r ≤ (K/2 − 1) of the odd-

numbered samples of x[k].

(3) The K -point DFT coefficients X [r ] for 0 ≤ r ≤ (K − 1) of x[k] are

obtained by combining the K/2 DFT coefficients G[r ] and H [r ] using

Eq. (12.34a). Although the index r varies from zero to K− 1, we only

compute G[r ] and H [r ] over the range 0 ≤ r ≤ (K/2 − 1). Any outside

value can be determined by exploiting the periodicity properties of G[r ]

and H [r ], which state that

G[r ] = G[r + K/2] and H [r ] = H [r + K/2].

Figure 12.10 illustrates the flow graph for the above procedure for K = 8-point

DFT. In comparison with the direct computation of DFT using Eq. (12.30),

Fig. 12.10 computes two (K/2)-point DFTs along with K complex addi-

tions and K complex multiplications. Consequently, (K/2)2 + K complex

additions and (K/2)2 + K complex multiplications are required with the

revised approach. For K > 2, it is easy to verify that (K/2)2 + K < K 2;

therefore, the revised approach provides considerable savings over the direct

approach.

Assuming that K is a power of 2, Proposition 12.1 can be applied on

Eq. (12.34) to compute the (K/2)-point DFTs G[r ] and H [r ] as follows:

G[r ] =

K/4−1∑

ℓ=0,1,2,...

g[2ℓ]e−j(2πℓr/(K/4))

︸ ︷︷ ︸

G ′[r ]

+ W r
K/2

K/4−1∑

ℓ=0,1,2,...

g[2ℓ + 1]e−j(2πℓr/(K/4))

︸ ︷︷ ︸

G ′′[r ]

(12.35)

and

H [r ] =

K/4−1∑

ℓ=0,1,2,...

h[2ℓ]e−j(2πℓr/(K/4))

︸ ︷︷ ︸

H ′[r ]

+ W r
K/2

K/4−1∑

ℓ=0,1,2,...

h[2ℓ + 1]e−j(2πℓr/(K/4))

︸ ︷︷ ︸

H ′′[r ]

.

(12.36)
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(b) H[r ].

Equation (12.35) expresses the (K/2)-point DFT G[r ] in terms of two (K /4)-

point DFTs of the even- and odd-numbered samples of g[k]. Figure 12.11(a)

illustrates the flow graph for obtaining G[r ] using Eq. (12.35). Similarly, Eq.

(12.36) expresses the (K/2)-point DFT H [r ] in terms of two (K/4)-point DFTs

of the even- and odd-numbered samples of h[k], which can be implemented

using the flow graph shown in Fig. 12.11(b). If K is a power of 2, then the

above process can be continued until we are left with a 2-point DFT. For the

aforementioned example with K = 8, the (K/4)-point DFTs in Fig. 12.11 can

be implemented directly using 2-point DFTs. Using the definition of the DFT,

the top left 2-point DFTs G ′[0] and G ′[1], for example, in Fig. 12.11(a) are

expressed as follows:

G ′[0] = x[0] e−j2πℓr/2
∣
∣
ℓ=0,r=0

+ x[4] e−j2πℓr/2
∣
∣
ℓ=1,r=0

= x[0] + x[4]

(12.37)

and

G ′[1] = x[0] e−j2πℓr/2
∣
∣
ℓ=0,r=1

+ x[4] e−j2πℓr/2
∣
∣
ℓ=1,r=1

= x[0] − x[4].

(12.38)

The flow graphs for Eqs. (12.37) and (12.38) are shown in Fig. 12.12(a). By

following this procedure, the flow diagrams for the remaining 2-point DFTs

required in Fig. 12.11 are derived and are shown in Figs. 12.12(b)–(d). Because

of their shape, the elementary flow graphs shown in Fig. 12.12 are generally

referred to as the butterfly structures.

Combining the individual flow graphs shown in Figs. 12.10, 12.11, and 12.12,

it is straightforward to derive the overall flow graph for the 8-point DFT, which

is shown in Fig. 12.13; in this flow diagram, we have further reduced the number

of operations for an 8-point DFT by noting that

W r
K/2 = e−j2πr/(K/2) = e−j4πr/K = W 2r

K ,

and by placing the common terms between the twiddle multipliers of the two
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

2

2

2

2

Fig. 12.12. Flow graphs of

2-point DFTs required for

Fig. 12.11. (a) Top 2-point DFT

G ′[0] and G ′[1] for Fig. 12.11(a).

(b) Bottom 2-point DFT G ′′[0]

and G ′′[1] for Fig 12.11(a).

(c) Top 2-point DFT H ′[0] and

H ′[1] for Fig 12.11(b).

(d) Bottom 2-point DFT H ′′[0]

and H ′′[1] for Fig. 12.11(b). branches, which are originating from the same node, before the source node.

12.10.1 Computational complexity

To derive the computational complexity of the decimation-in-time algorithm,

we generalize the results obtained in Fig. 12.13, where K is set to 8. We

observe that Fig. 12.13 consists of log2 K = 3 stages and that each stage
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Fig. 12.13. Decimation-in-time implementation of an 8-point DFT.

requires K = 8 complex multiplications and K = 8 complex additions. For

example, stage 3 in Fig. 12.13 requires multiplications with twiddle factors

W 0
K , W 1

K , W 2
K , W 3

K , and four W 4
K s. This is also obvious from Eq. (12.34),

where in order to calculate the K-point DFT from two (K/2)-point DFTs,

we need to perform K complex multiplications (with the twiddle factors)

and approximately K complex additions. Therefore, the decimation-in-time

FFT implementation for a K-point DFT requires a total of K log2 K complex

multiplications and K log2 K complex additions.

Further reduction in the complexity of the decimation-in-time FFT imple-

mentation is obtained by observing that

W
K/2

K = e−jπ = −1. (12.39)

Note that multiplication by a factor of −1 can be performed by simply revers-

ing the sign bit. It is observed from Fig. 12.13 that each stage contains four

such multiplications (by a factor of W 4
K ). In general, for a K-point FFT, K/2

such multiplications exist in each stage. Ignoring these trivial multiplications,

the total number of complex multiplications for all K stages can be reduced to

0.5K log2 K complex multiplications. However, the number of complex addi-

tions stays the same at K log2 K . In other words, the complexity of a K-point

FFT can be expressed as 0.5K log2 K butterfly operations where a butterfly

operation includes one complex multiplication and two complex additions.

Note that each complex multiplication requires a total of six flops (for four

scalar multiplications and two scalar additions), and that each complex addi-

tion requires two flops (for two scalar additions). As each butterfly operation

requires a total of ten flops, the overall complexity of the decimation-in-time

FFT implementation is 5K log2 K flops.

Table 12.4 compares the number of computations for the direct implemen-

tation of Eq. (12.30) and the FFT implementation. As explained above, the

number of scalar operations for the direct implementation is assumed to be 8K 2

flops. whereas the number of scalar operations for the FFT implementation is
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Table 12.4. Complexity of DFT calculation (in flops) with FFT and direct implementations

Number of flops
Increase in

K FFT (5K log2 K ) direct (8K 2) Speed

32 800 8192 10.2

256 10 240 524 288 51.2

1024 51 200 8 388 608 163.8

8192 532 480 536 870 912 1 008.2

Table 12.5. Data reordering in radix-2 decimation-in-time FFT implementation

Bit-reversed representation

Original order, x[k] Binary representation binary decimal

x[b2b1b0] x[b0b1b2] xre[k]

x[0] x[000] x[000] x[0]

x[1] x[001] x[100] x[4]

x[2] x[010] x[010] x[2]

x[3] x[011] x[110] x[6]

x[4] x[100] x[001] x[1]

x[5] x[101] x[101] x[5]

x[6] x[110] x[011] x[3]

x[7] x[111] x[111] x[7]

assumed to be 5K log2 K flops. For large values of K , say 8192, Table 12.4

illustrates a speed-up by up to a factor of 1000 with the FFT implementation. For

real-valued sequences, the number of flops can be further reduced by exploit-

ing the symmetry properties of the DFT. Further reduction in the complexity

of the decimation-in-time FFT implementation can be obtained by ignoring

multiplications by the twiddle factor W 0
K as W 0

K = 1.
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